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J

. A. Baker’s The Peregrine burst onto
the literary scene in 1967 with all the
breathtaking force and surprise of its
eponymous subject. Baker himself was
entirely unknown at the time. He was a man in
his forties with no special qualifications (his
headmaster had described him as “more suited
to trade than university”). He had held a string
of dead-end occupations, lived most of his life
in the small industrial town of Chelmsford,
and had never been abroad. He was also somewhat handicapped physically by myopia and
a progressive arthritic condition, and suffered
periodic depressions. The topic seemed an
unlikely one, too. The Peregrine takes the
form of a diary recording the somewhat repetitive observations Baker made of peregrine
falcons on remote stretches of the Essex coast
over ten winters. No one then could have
predicted that this undistinguished and unpublished figure would produce a work hailed
by one early reviewer (Kenneth Allsop) as a
masterpiece which “instantly takes its place
among the great triumphal affirmations of
man’s search for his lost place in the universe”.
Nor was this an isolated judgement. The book
attracted rave reviews in a remarkable range of
publications; there were readings and interviews on the BBC; and Baker won several
awards, including the prestigious Duff Cooper
Memorial Prize for 1967, which was judged
that year by Sir William Hayter, Cyril
Connolly, John Bayley, V. S. Naipaul and
Viscount Norwich.
One thing that especially struck these critics
was Baker’s extraordinary language, which
another early reviewer described as having a
“magnesium-flare intensity”. Here is Baker at
the start of the book, explaining the origins of
his fascination:
This was my first peregrine. I have seen many
since then, but none has excelled it for speed and
fire of spirit. For ten years I spent all my winters
searching for that restless brilliance, for the
sudden passion and violence that peregrines
flush from the sky. For ten years I have been
looking upward for that cloud-biting anchor
shape, that crossbow flinging through the air.
The eye becomes insatiable for hawks. It clicks
towards them with ecstatic fury, just as the
hawk’s eye swings and dilates to the luring
food-shapes of gulls and pigeons.

But his verbal fireworks were not just for
display. They illuminated a deeper personal
quest and were integral to his understanding
and expression of that: an “extra-vagance”, as
Henry David Thoreau reflects at the end of
Walden, a wandering that takes an author
beyond the usual boundaries of language and

Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus)
experience. Baker’s quest takes the form
of a pilgrimage (or one might say peregrination) which is completed when he finally
approaches his falcon and wins its acceptance:
Swiftly now he is resigning his savagery to the
night that rises round us like dark water. The
great eyes look into mine. When I move my arm
before his face, they still look on, as though they
see something beyond me from which they cannot look away. The last light flakes, and crumbles down. Distance moves through the dim
lines of the inland elms, and comes closer, and
gathers behind the darkness of the hawk. I know
he will not fly now. I climb over the wall and
stand before him. And he sleeps.

Baker quickly became a cult figure, inspiring
a whole range of devotees, imitators and
admirers. He received enthusiastic plaudits
from writers of the stature of Andrew Motion
and Barry Lopez; and fifty years on, most of
our best writers on nature and landscape gladly
acknowledge his seminal influence. Robert
Macfarlane and Mark Cocker in particular
have written substantial introductions to
recent new editions of The Peregrine to
explain and endorse Baker’s status in this
literary tradition.
Much about the man himself has remained
a mystery, however. His book reveals almost
no personal information about its author, and
avoids any references to specific locations
or human encounters. In the first paperback
edition of The Peregrine (Penguin, 1970) the
blurb begins, “John A. Baker is in his forties
and lives with his wife in Essex. He has no
telephone and rarely goes out socially. Since

leaving school at the age of seventeen he has
had some fifteen assorted jobs, which have
included chopping down trees and pushing
book trolleys in the British Museum, and none
of which were a great success”. Baker must
surely have drafted that himself and it does
perhaps reveal one thing, that he took a mischievous pleasure in promoting an image of
himself as a reclusive, eccentric author.
Stray clues like this had piqued the curiosity
of readers without providing any means of
satisfying it – that is, until the dramatic discovery in recent years of a trove of Baker’s papers
and personal effects. For this, we have mainly
to thank John Fanshawe, a professional conservationist and “accidental archivist” (as he
modestly describes himself), who explains
in an important afterword how he and others
retrieved this material from Baker’s surviving
family members and friends and assembled
it into a proper archive at the University of
Essex. As a result, we now have access to many
of Baker’s original diaries and notebooks, a
checklist of the titles on his bookshelves, early
drafts of The Peregrine (it went through five
revisions), some personal and official correspondence, and a cache of family photographs
and other personal effects, even including
Baker’s battered old binoculars and his annotated copies of the Ordnance Survey maps
he used to record the precise locations of his
peregrine sightings.
An important feature of My House of Sky,
Hetty Saunders’s very welcome biography, is
the substantial selection of over sixty pages
(which one could wish had been paginated
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for ease of reference) photographically reproduced from this source material. We can now
sample for ourselves Baker’s scribbled lists of
birds and diary entries, his ampler personal letters, and his curious, rather neurotic analyses
of his own work (flagging up the metaphors,
for example, and grading them). We also get a
physical sense of the man from the surviving
photos, which include some touchingly happy
ones. Saunders has done an excellent job in
piecing together all this and other contextual
material to give us as full a picture as we shall
probably ever have of Baker’s life and background. As Macfarlane remarks in his foreword to the book, no further biography
is now necessary, though one might perhaps
hope for a second edition of this one at some
point, to improve on parts of the endmatter, in
particular the skimpy index.
In the main text, Saunders achieves a very
professional combination of respect for her
subject and inquisitive detachment. She takes
her task to be that of exploring the contrast
between what was apparently so ordinary
about Baker’s external circumstances before
The Peregrine was published and the extraordinary inner life he must have experienced to
create this lava flow of passion. We learn about
his disturbed family situation – the only child
of a doting mother and an aggressive, sometimes violent father, from which he early on
emerges as a sensitive, vulnerable, somewhat
solitary and introverted child, with a passionate interest in books and literature. He had a
bumpy path through formal education, however. His natural talents were undermined by a
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lack of application and by frequent absences
through illness (and on one occasion truancy),
and he failed to achieve the minimum qualifications that would have taken him on to university, though he did make a few close and
lasting friendships. Saunders is very good, too,
in portraying the larger physical environment
in which he was brought up: the surrounding
countryside of pre-mechanized farmlands
Baker explored on his bicycle and the sprawling urban landscape of Chelmsford in the
war years. Chelmsford was a major target for
German bombing, and Baker would often have
had to pick his way to school through the debris
created by the latest terrifying night raid.
Saunders handles all these early experiences
in a balanced way. They are treated not as
crude determinants of his later development
as a writer, but as significant influences on it,
as Baker himself recognized in letters he wrote
to his confidants. The ambition one day to
become a writer was formed early, however.
He was already describing it as his “vocation”
in his late teens and dreamed that he would one
day write a masterpiece, his “house in the sky”,
as he called it – anticipating the domain of the
peregrines who would become his obsession,
and providing Saunders with her happy choice
of title. But books, not birds, were his first
passion. He devoured them, especially novels
and poetry, from which he transcribed by hand
his own extensive anthologies and made
lengthy reading lists. He began writing poetry
himself, and we have a selection of his work
in an appendix, most of it early (dated 1946)
and unremarkable, but including one poem,
entitled “Pilgrimage”, which has these prophetic lines: “This staff I carry is winter madness, / I have stripped it of seasons, / Down to
the livid bone / The immemorial winter; / With
it I will cut the shapes of birds upon the air”.
Later chapters take us through the war years,
a hopeless infatuation with an older woman, a
mental breakdown in 1945, a series of boring,
short-term jobs, and eventually a more enduring one at the Automobile Association offices
in Chelmsford, where he was to meet his future
wife. We now learn more directly about the
making of the writer and his discovery of a
focus for his literary ambitions. In the early
1950s he was developing a more serious interest in birdwatching, which he announces with
some decision in the opening entry of his first
field diary on March 21, 1954, “Start of Systematic Watching”. Baker brought to this new
interest the same intensity he had applied to his
reading: before long he was compiling lists of
species observed and detailed notes on every
aspect of their plumage, behaviour, migrations
and songs (even transcribing these into musical notation). He began exploring in earnest
the Essex creeks and saltings, which in winter
are home to thousands of waders and wildfowl,
and to the hunters that prey on them. The hunters were themselves coming under serious
threat, however, and from a human source. The
increasing use of agricultural pesticides was
causing a major environmental crisis. These
poisons were working their way up the food
chain – from insects, to insect-eaters and seedeaters, and eventually to their predators –
in ever-increasing concentrations, as Rachel
Carson sensationally exposed in her classic
Silent Spring. Population levels of raptors
crashed and birds like peregrines and sparrowhawks were fast disappearing altogether from
southern and eastern England.
Baker’s growing consciousness of this
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looming disaster undoubtedly fuelled something of the anger and despair, and at times the
misanthropy, that runs like a burning thread
through The Peregrine. He describes in his
introduction the effects on peregrines: “Many
die on their backs, clutching insanely at the sky
in their last convulsions, withered and burnt
away by the filthy, insidious pollen of farm
chemicals”. And in a later diary entry, dated
perhaps tellingly December 24, he makes this
stark accusation: “We are the killers. We stink
of death. We carry it with us. It sticks to us
like frost. We cannot tear it away”. Baker’s
response, and his declared purpose in his
book, is to celebrate what we may be losing:
“Before it is too late, I have tried to recapture
the extraordinary beauty of this bird and to convey the wonder of the land he lived in, a land to
me as profuse and glorious as Africa.
It is a dying world, like Mars, but glowing still”.
And this is what he proceeds to do, in a series of
eighty-seven selected diary entries, unevenly
distributed between October and April in an
imagined single year, but factually based, he
tells us, on ten years of recorded observations.
Here we encounter another Baker mystery,
one that is in some ways deepened instead of
resolved by the new sources now available.
“Everything I describe took place while I was
watching it”, Baker states firmly, but then adds,
“I do not believe that honest observation is

enough. The emotions and behaviour of the
watcher are also facts, and must be truthfully
recorded”. That enigmatic rider has led to a
small industry of speculation and controversy
about just how trustworthy Baker’s records are
– especially among birders, who have severe
standards in such things. Baker claims to have
seen peregrines on some 220 dates between
1955 and 1965 and to have found and identified
619 peregrine kills in that period. But the species was already very rare on the east coast, and
few other observers were recording any at all.
The editors of the Essex Bird Report pointedly
declined to review The Peregrine, but invited
Baker instead to do a short report on his sightings, which they printed without comment
(EBR, 1966). The author of the later Guide to
the Birds of Essex (Cox, 1984) also refers with
a straight face to the “remarkable series of
observations from the Chelmer Valley and the
Blackwater Estuary”. Others were more brutal.
It was suggested that Baker could have been
confusing peregrines with kestrels (he sometimes describes his peregrines as “hovering” –
very unusual behaviour for a peregrine) and
failing to distinguish peregrine kills from those
of other predators. Baker, after all, was very
short-sighted; binocular optics in those days
were far inferior to those we have now; Baker
had come to birdwatching quite late and it isn’t
easy, even for an expert, to identify fast-moving

‘Beeline’ by Ella Baron

“When we tug at a single thing in nature, we find it attached to the rest of the world.”
John Muir
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raptors at a distance. Was he imagining these
sightings? Or was the whole thing some sort of
fantasy or fabrication for his literary purposes?
Sceptics point to the exotic “golden peregrine”
that appears towards the end of the book, which
“shines with a solid Aztec radiance, as though it
were cast in bronze”. Really? Moreover, Baker
himself has contributed to such suspicions: now
we learn from Saunders that he excised from his
diaries all the records of his original peregrine
sightings, so making it impossible to compare
these with the published versions. Another
mystery within a mystery.
Other commentators, notably Conor Jameson, have suggested some kinder explanations.
Perhaps Baker was seeing some released or
escaped falconers’ birds, which might account
both for their frequency and their relative
tameness; perhaps these even included a Saker
(an Asian falcon with reddish-brown plumage); and could the huge number of claimed
peregrine kills have been birds that had died
instead from the pesticide poisoning that was
littering the countryside with corpses of all
kinds?
We shall never know. One strong argument
for the veracity of at least some of his peregrine
records is that all his many other detailed
descriptions of birds, both in the original diaries
and in his books (where some 150 species are
listed), seem very accurate and believable, and
have never been challenged. The Peregrine was
in any case not Baker’s only book about birds.
He published a companion volume, derived
from his observations in the other half of the
year (April to September), entitled The Hill
of Summer (1969). His publisher predictably
thought they could just push it out and repeat the
extraordinary success of his earlier bestseller,
but in fact The Hill of Summer was a flop in sales
terms. It lacks the dramatic structure and drive
of his earlier book, though it contains some of
his best writing and most daring images, and
deserves to be better known. To read his evocations there of nightjar, woodlark and stone
curlew, for example, is to get a stronger sense
of the defining essence of those birds than is
contained in any standard identification guide.
Baker needs to be rescued from the literalism
both of his idolators, for whom his works have
assumed the status of sacred texts, and from his
more pharisaical critics, who scan them narrowly for observational errors. The judges of
the original Duff Cooper award, we should
remember, awarded the prize in the category
of poetry, not natural history. What Baker did
was transmute his experiences, whatever they
were, into something more memorable and
more significant that engages us at a quite different level. As he himself put it, “The hardest
thing of all to see is what is really there”.
I have to confess an interest. I am tantalized
by the thought that I may actually have
encountered Baker on the Essex seawalls. I
was a very keen teenage birdwatcher in this
period and the Blackwater was my stamping
ground too. I have checked my old field
diaries and I seem to have been in the same
place on the same day as Baker more than
once. There were few other people in this
bleak landscape in winter but, try as I might,
I cannot conjure up any image of him. Nor did
I see any peregrines, though that is not in
itself surprising. I was mainly doing wader
and wildfowl counts and selective attention
controls much of what you do and don’t see in
birdwatching. J. A. Baker’s eye, by contrast,
was “insatiable for hawks”.

